
1-D My online discovery

https://play.aidungeon.io/main/home

play.aidungeon.io - home

the free text adventure game AI Dungeon employs 
artificial intelligence to create content for both 
single-player and multiplayer modes. Players may 
design their own unique adventure scenarios and 
share them.

The song

This song, which is set in the future, is 
about a farmer who retains a Red 
Barchetta in his barn long after cars are 
made illegal. The child arrives, rides in 
the vehicle, and then the Gleaming Alloy 
Air vehicle begins to pursue him 
(possibly the police). Outrunning and 
dodging the cops, he then drives back 
to the barn, conceals the car, and joins 
his uncle by the fire to dream. This song 
is one that I am in the process of 
learning to play because Neil Peart was 
the drummer and I am learning the drum  
parts for songs that he created a new 
style for. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LXKZq0fY

YouTube - watch?v=_LXKZq0fYDw

Why I think Neil Peart is cool

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWRMO

Neil Peart Drum Solo - Rush Live 
in Frankfurt

A  video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyK7lX

Warhammer 40k: Mechanicus - 
Opening Scene

This video is the into cinematic for the game 
Mechanicus. I'll periodically watch this again 
because it's from one of my favourite franchises. I get 
chills whenever I view it because of how powerful the 
finale is; this is mainly due to the sound design and 
art style. 

My name is Louwrens and this is my 'The Internet is 
Awesome' Milanote project. here you can look into my online 

life.

https://warhammer40k.fandom.com/wiki/Warhammer_40k_Wiki

More Info can be found here

1-C Welcome to the Grim Dark

Something I am passionate about 
is the universe of Warhammer 
40,000. 

What is Warhammer?

"The 41st millennium has arrived. The 

Emperor of Mankind has lain motionless on 

the Golden Throne of Earth for more than a 

hundred years. He is in control of all people 

according to the gods will and in command 

of a million planets according to the might of 

His limitless legions. He is a decaying husk 

tortured invisibly with power from the Dark 

Age of Technology. The Emperor 

nevertheless keeps up His unwavering 

watchfulness even in His undead form. Being 

a man in these times means being one of 

countless billions. It is to endure the most 

ruthless and violent government 

conceivable. Forget about the power of 

science and technology since so much has 

been lost and will never be learnt again."

1-A How I become aware of society and 
the world

https://bigthink.com/

Big Think

Big ideas in 10 minutes or less Explore our library of 
more than 2,000 interviews with the world's biggest 
thinkers. Explore the world's biggest questions Dive 
in and think big with us. Original video series from the 
biggest thinkers in the world. Notice: JavaScript is 
required for this content.

Victoria Brown and Peter Hopkins launched Big 
Think in 2007, a multi-media website. 
Interviews, talks, and roundtable conversations 
with professionals from a variety of 
professions are included in the. Big Think is the 
leading supplier of educational content that is 
expert-driven and useful. You may learn more 
rapidly by watching hundreds of films with 
legends like Bill Nye.

The Camera

The camera is my object because I am a film 
maker and the camera allows me to record 
and showcase creative ideas to an audience.  

My favourite app Instagram

Cars, Warhammer, and interesting 
images.

Instagram post by @warhammerofficial

Instagram post by @louwrens_bez
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